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two eyes, one nose and two èars, oue head and two arias,
two legs, etc., long before it has a gimimer of the idea of
ratio, 'much less that the ratio of two equal quantities is
one. There is nothing in the number records or present
experience of the race 'vvich shows that its first number
ideas are ratios. Itmzay be con fidently asserted that everv
person who reads these*lines had not only an idea of num-
ber but of many special numbers before he had one idea of
quotient or ratio. These facts show that a number is flot
necessarily a ratio. The conception of a nuxuber as a ratio
includes the idea of number and the idea of ratio.

.2. The number ideas which first arise in the mind are
occasioned by the phenomena, of nature, or, if preferred, by
environment* and s.jective experience. Nature occasions
ideas of number by presentingr to, the mind -one and more
than one (many) o4jects or experiences. The mind discri-
minates betweeu one and more than one, and the idea of
nuxuber arises. The moment the mmnd perceives the' flm-
ber distinction hetween one object and two objeets, it has
the idea ofnumber. This does not involve the idea of ratio.
The number of objects iii a group or events iu succession is
gained by numbering the group or succession. The mother
knows she has five children and the 'boy perceives that the
cherry cluster ba-s six cherries iu it, that the bird's nest
has four eggs lu it, etc. Nature presents to the mmnd
groups of objects Io be numlbered, and thus teaches number,
and the number thus learned is (t collection of ones, not a
ratio. I have a suspicion that nature is a much xviser
teacher of priinary ideas than dabblers lu philosophy.

3. The number one cannot have its geSnesis in the mind
as the ratio of Iwo equal quantities, for this involves the
absurdity that the idea of "two" is in the mid be/ore the
idea of one. 110w can the' mind compare Iwo quantities
before it perceives that one qîuanlity and one quantily are twio
quantities, i. e., that lwco is one and one-a collection of ones.
Nor 18 the difficulty obviated by leaving out the idea of
49two1," and siniply coxnparing eqjual concrete magniitudes.
In the -absence of the idea of number the ratio between the
equal mag«nitudes is not conceivable, for the idea of ratio
involves uumber represeutatives. Iu the absence of num-
ber they are simply known as eqa, and three quantities
may be equal as wvell as two. A philosopher inay sec or
think he secs that the ratio between the two eyes lu his


